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ABSTRACT
Agent-based modelling is an approach to develop a design strategy in socio-related studies to understand pedestrian
behavior by using simulation through validation using field observation. One of the likely case study is Palembang, South
Sumatra which has historic city that having several potential advantages in destination tourists and also having urban issues.
Some facilities disseminate prosperous for domestic tourist destination, transportation hubs (land and water-based transport),
and public facilities. The purpose is to develop design strategy of pedestrian behavior in urban space to be procedure based
on computational modelling. By merging the result, it helps designers to depict pedestrian movement flow, permeability and
connectivity patterns, which represent the presumptions of the origins or source of movement, destinations, generators and
attractors of movement in tourism area. This simulation examines and evaluates spatial behavior models allowing to route
preferences each pedestrian in order to be used in strategy of design process for architect, urban planner or other designer
stakeholders. In addition, the potential pattern of movement, connectivity, density and accessibility will predict a spatial
structure of pedestrian regarding the strategy design and planning then also it will be benefit for a suitable zoning which refers
a walkable pedestrian-way design as an approach of a pedestrian behavior and experience.
Keywords: Pedestrian; agent-based modelling; design strategy, tourism.

Agent-based simulation approached human
movement has a purposive movement result in
models that exemplify explicitly the origins and
destinations or the attractors and generators of
movement. These assumptions in rational choice or
agents’ route decision are either predefined as travel
time (Penn & Turner, 2001) and pattern movement
can facilitate people to move in an urban environment
and also indicate how pedestrians are able to adjust
the street environment and usable space (Beavon et
al., 1994). In addition, it can determine pedestrian
walkability in the neighborhoods (Leslie et al., 2007).
However, if the movement activities on pedestrian
experience are not addressed and distributed effectively in design, particularly lack of pedestrian concern, it
would show a decisive miss match on balanced land
use planning to develop sustainable walkability (AlMamun, Begum, & Mowla, 2018).
According to these researchers to date has
tended to concern for social science in an indoor or
urban outdoor environment for planning and design
study, such as station, airport, and pedestrian flows in
crowded infrastructures by using agent-based modelling. The tool predominately revolves around a specific area or city on a small scale where the pedestrian is
moving and leaving during casual mundanity by
standard scenario tools, as for example, pedestrians
start and finish their movement in a vivid route.
Therefore, this paper is to address the empirical evidence which links daily pedestrian behavior in standard-setting (waypoint condition), tourists’ behavior

INTRODUCTION
Previous work by researchers has established
that most of the pedestrian simulations are conducted
for pedestrian flows and evacuation scenarios in
crowded infrastructures and simulate pedestrian
movement in an urban outdoor environment, especially for planning purposes (Knura, 2019). Agentbased simulation for the pedestrian is implemented
and focused especially on simulating the impact
density and diversity in prime criteria for decision
process occupants (Aschwanden, 2012). It studies
particularly on reactive agents and starts from a
detailed analysis of their interaction (Klügl & Bazzan,
2012). This investigation can reveal a network of
people flow by using a simulation model that is
applied to the design of spatial circulation within
building and urban areas (Sharma & Tabak, 2008),
also it is suitable in socio-related studies, especially
urban studies (Bonabeau, 2002) and advocated as a
breakthrough in computational modelling in social
sciences (Gilbert & Terna, 2000). Simulating users’
behavior in a built environment is important for
predicting and evaluating urban and building performance before the buildings are built which can
evaluate the environments’ effect on human behavior
(Yan & Kalay, 2006). The implementation of agents’
simulation identifies justification of predictions and
assumptions in both building scale and city-scale for
varied purposes in the design strategy process
(Asriana & Indraprastha, 2016).
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(wayfinding condition), and modelling simulation that
is formulated by the pseudocode in grasshopper. The
agents are not the only pedestrian who have known
the area, but also tourists who are unfamiliar and
distracted by other agents or the surrounding environment which is a lack of signage. Also, this paper tries
to examine the waypoint and wayfinding scenario
which occurs in a tourism complex that has various
facilities, such as a transportation hub (land and waterbased transport), plaza, and public facilities in a
historic and commercial district. This constructive
modelling simulation aims to help decision-makers
and urban designers in the strategy of the decisionmaking process for developing a plan in the tourism
area.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND
METHODOLOGY
General and practical in the design process, the
purpose of facility program or spatial needs based on
holistic thinking approach and sometimes inadequate
walkability concern in pedestrian circulation flow in
design development. Applying agent-based simulation is an experimental based to give experience for
pedestrian circulation and movement flow, peculiarly
in a tourism area. It will depict potential measurability
and precision in design decision making and this
potency also gives a significant aspect of prediction in
movement that illustrates the patterns of movement of
person or groups in a scene over space and time,
whereby a person’s current position is based on its
first position, desired destination and surrounding,
including the physical environment and other people
(Batty, 2003) where this modelling is growing for
urban design in recent years (Chen, 2012). Even
pedestrians often engage in unconscious decisions
that difficult to explain or measure, which means
might not be translated easily (Ronald et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, in spite of the ubiquity of pedestrian
movement, understanding how pedestrians move in
and explore the space around them persists in an
underlying scientific challenge (Crooks et al., 2015).
Therefore, this investigation applies this computational modelling simulation, agent-based, as a tool to
help designers speculate for design developing strategy in the tourism area. Then, the result simulation is
an important output of this modelling that describes
the numbers of people traveling along various routes,
and the algorithms that are used are frequently based
on observation modelling algorithms (Ronald et al.,
2007). This study has considered three stages, they are
(1) identify boundary site, which refers to the physical
environment and sort of activities, (2) setting agent
variables, which refer to agent sources as the main
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source of movement and some controllers to influence of pedestrian movement, also how pedestrian
choose their route to fulfill their destination agenda,
and (3) agent-based simulation, which refers to
simulation process, which will describe the actual
process of walking and pedestrian behavior reaction
to avoid collisions with obstacles or other pedestrians.
IDENTIFY BOUNDARY SITE
The scope area of the study case is located
historically known for waterfront tourism area and
part of urban nodes of Musi Riverside, Palembang,
and South Sumatra. The area is framed by the Musi
River on the southern part and surrounded by a
heritage district on the northern part. Moreover, this
area has a breathtaking spatial experience, such as in
the middle of the commercial district of Palembang,
the capital city, circled by historical and traditional
kampong and the most noticeable feature is that this
spot now is favorable for domestic tourist destinations
and transportation hub (Figure 1a).
In this paper, to identify boundary site as physical experience is using the image of city elements,
namely path, district, node, edge, and landmark
(Lynch, 1960), where people usually use landmark as
a benchmark in their movement. The trajectories of
the benchmark will generate further route decisions as
spatial significance in the urban environment. The
path is to create a well-circulated area and good
quality of space which convinces and guides
pedestrians’ final destination route. Meanwhile, node,
district, and edge show the pedestrian activities as
generator and attractor sources to tempt or distract the
pedestrian. This case study presents the physical environment features (Figure 1b) to know the influence
aspects to the pedestrian.
According to this observation site, the case area
was classified into four zoning activities (Zone A, B,
C, D) by daily arrival visitors and also by influenced
activities on physical features. The activities are
observed based on periodic time (morning-afternoonnight), not only during weekdays but also during the
weekend. Given is an observation comparing the
activities by four different zones, namely Zone A
segmented a fortress of BKB (Benteng Kuto Besak),
a dock for riverboats, Ampera Bridge (Figure 2).
Zone B illustrates Ampera Convention Center and
historical artifacts, such as Monpera Museum, SMB
Museum, and a dock for riverboat (Figure 3). Zone C
describes an amazing view of Ampera Bridge and
Musi River, under Ampera Bridge, shelter for public
transport (Bus Rapid Transportation and Light Rail
Transit), parking space, public space, and stairs to
Ampera Bridge (Figure 4). The last, Zone D illustrates green area and socio-public space (Figure 5).
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Fig. 4. Daily activities in Zone C

Fig. 1. (a) boundary site and (b) city elements

Fig. 5. Daily activities in Zone D

Fig. 2. Daily activities in Zone A

Fig. 3. Daily activities in Zone B

These observation sites determine non-physical
parameters for pedestrians, such as main attractors,
sources of movement, repulsive physical forces, and
repulsive environmental forces (Figure 6). Main
attractors are categorized as attractors to attract
pedestrians in passing through these points which
include heritage buildings, Musi River, Musi
Riverside, promenade, commercial district, Ampera
Bridge (as a landmark), and special events along Musi
River. In addition, Figure 1.6 depicts the sources of
movement that come from the arrival of public
transportation (LRT Station and BRT Shelter) and
parking areas. Meanwhile, repulsive physical forces
are categorized as obstacle avoidance which is
avoided by visitors and pedestrians to pass through
this area, because sometimes there are criminal points,
traffic congestion, parking space, insufficient signage,
and loading dock hustle. Repulsive environmental
forces are categorized as obstacle avoidance in the
environment, such as the inconvenience of streetscapes, inappropriate smell, and irregular vegetation
patterns.
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Fig. 6 Categorization of non-physical parameters, such as attractors, repulsive forces, and source of agents

SETTING AGENT VARIABLES
Correspondingly, before starting the simulation,
the author remaps some variables based on observation. There is some classification of agent setting
variables that will be data input for simulation, such as
agent sources, agents’ number of steps, agents’ speed,
agents’ reaction to forces, agents’ force, agents’
length, and agents’ engine speed (Table 1). Agent
sources or “gateways” are locations in the city where
people become active pedestrians and core features of
urban simulation (Batty, 2005) (Haklay et al., 2001)
because this simulation tool depends on the existence
of this spot of simulation area. In this case study,
agent sources are categorized into three sources, such
as agents arrive from land and water-based transportation, parking space, shelter public transport (BRT
and LRT), an agent from traffic congestion. Subsequently, agent setting variables will apply to the tool
plugin of grasshopper, namely the agent-based plugin
that is developed by Alex J. Fischer, and then these
variables will be translated and set up into some tools
in this plugin. These tools purpose to simulate pedes-
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trian flow based on agents’ behavior in field observation before processing the simulation. Therefore, the
simulation result
Table 1. Agents’ setting variables
Agents’ setting variables
Pedestrian sources Points
(Agents’ sources) - Agents’s sources transferring from land and
wáter-based transportation, and viceversa. It
is assumed around 40 agents each of arrival
transferring
- Agents arrival point from parking space and
shelter is assumed around 40 agents
- Agents arrival point from congestion points
is assumed 40 agents
Lifespan (L)
Number of time steps
Mass (M)
Affecting how strongly the agent reacts to
forces
Max Speed (S)
Agents move incrementally by this speed
towards targets that it seeks (Max index = 1)
Max Force (F)
Steering ability can be controlled by limiting
the magnitude of the steering forces (Max
index = 1)
History Length (N) The number of past position to remember for
each agent, normally length = 50
Engine speed (V) Engines run the simulation
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AGENTS’ MOVEMENT CONTROL
Agents’ movement control is behavior reactions
from some forces to influence movement agents. It
will steer agents to traverse from one point to other
points and find their final destinations. Usually, pedestrian move and find to final destinations, but if these
destinations cannot be seen by the pedestrian, means
the pass-through destination as a temporary goal
(Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977). Furthermore, the pedestrian will have a temporary and final
destination in their movement. In the term of this
simulation, detailed pedestrian movements are controlled by behavior reaction, not only the interaction
agent to the physical urban environment (extrinsic
behavior) but also the interaction agent to agent or
agent to groups (intrinsic behavior). In rule-based
models, the focus is set on pedestrian intrinsic behavior, implementing decision-making based on predefined rules (Knura, 2019). There are five kinds of
interactions of agents, such as goal-seeking, obstacle
avoidance, separation, cohesion, and alignment (Table
2) (Indraprastha & Shinozaki, 2009).
Table 2. Agents’ control behavior
Control agents to groups
Goal seeking
Behavior in steering to find destination
points
Obstacle/Avoidance Behavior in steering to avoid static obstacles/avoidance
Separation
Behavior in steering forces to describe personal zone
Cohesion
Behavior in steering forces to group
Alignment
Behavior in steering forces to align with
nearby agent

Table 3. Agents’ type and agents’ environment behavior
Agents’ type
Waypoint agents

Agents’ behaviour in steering forces based on
goal getter (lack of distraction). This case
study, the waypoint agents are local people
Wayfinding agents Agents’ behaviour in steering based on route
choices to explore more around destinations
(usually affected by attraction and full of
distraction). This case study, the wayfinding
agents are tourist
Control agents to environment
View
Forces to move the agent away from any
agent that blocks its view
Attractor
Forces to attract agent within the radius of
points
Followpath
Force to an agent to move along and stay
within a specified radius of a curve or edges
Surface
Surface environment upon wich the agents
environment
will map their position to the circulation forces
Contain
Applies forces to keep agents away from
environment boundaries
(Source: data derived from Grasshopper: add on plugin Agent)

According to Alan J. Fischer, this process simulation needs to add some parameters for agents’
environment behavior for completing the simulation
formula (Table 3). The additional parametes is to
evaluate pedestrian modelling in a built environment
through spatial adaptively by classified types of
agents. It consists of three parameters; urban features,
type of pedestrians (wayfinding pedestrian and waypoint pedestrian) (Kontovourkis, 2011).
AGENT-BASED SIMULATION
Pedestrian as actors in urban systems that focus
on spatial cognition for routing and orientation aims
as a research approach (Filomena & Verstegen,
2018). Before starting the process of simulation, the
author illustrates firstly the basic flow mapping scenarios of pedestrian movement trajectories genuinely
based on observation as consideration and comparison as simple data input. Based on this flow, this
diagram representation is known how the pedestrian
circulates in the movement of the urban area (Fig. 7).
After mapping and generating pedestrian movement trajectories and routing network pedestrian, this
research demonstrates a computer-based design
approach that is used for generating circulation
diagrams of functional areas at macro-scale level
(Kontovourkis, 2011) and examine the applicable
scope as one of the basic assumptions in existing
spatial behavior models; the route preferences each
pedestrian’s level (Kitazawa & Batty, 2004). Basically, it is influenced by defining and identifying
attractor points, movement agents’ sources, repulsive
sources, and movement generators.

Fig. 7. Generating the routing network of pedestrian based
on observation
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Generating type agents’ sources and environment
attractors, (b) pseudocode pedestrian movement –agent
based simulation (Source: (a) personal documentation and
(b) pseudocode formulated manually in Grasshopper
software)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In agent-based modelling, pedestrians or agents
are defined as systems that can sense their environment and act on it in pursuit of their own destination.
Also, this simulation is enhanced by simple behavior
rules presented in Figure 9 in order to generate more
realistic pedestrian movement patterns. These rules
are modified by real pedestrian movement data and
information about the physical or non-physical environment through observation. So that, this simulation
classifies operational simulation into two developed
scenarios simulation (Figure 9); (a) agents based
pedestrians react and respond to the activity surrounding them, for instance, site boundaries, the physical
environment, and other agents, (b) agents are steered
by following a given set of scenarios as a destination
agenda, for example, some locations to reach, a
certain flocking agent wants or attracts to walk with,
and a wayfinding heuristic rule to the next destination.
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Based on this simulation, these studies and these
scenarios indicate that waypoint and wayfinding
pedestrian then author can conclude that most of
pedestrian trail is influenced by several various attractors which describe density level of pedestrian movement in this area, especially in tourism area. Given all
that has been simulated scene so far, pedestrian is
attracted not only in physical environment attractors,
but also in agents’ interaction between agent to agent
and agents to group. On the other hand, pedestrian
avoid obstacles not only in physical environment, but
also in agents’ interaction between agent to agent and
agents to group. These factors is usually related to
daily route and way point condition of local pedestrian movement, where the local pedestrian have a
familiarity this area than tourists. Meanwhile, some
pedestrian is attracted by spatial use, such commercial
district, heritage district, Public Park, riverside and
promenade which has a breathtaking view, activities
along river and experience in spatial environment.
This indicates a link between unpredictable route and
spatial use that is influenced by unimagined event or
condition. This condition identifies way finding
condition of tourists who are unfamiliarity and
strangeness in this area. More heterogeneous spatial
use in this area, it will be found or looked for by
wayfinding pedestrian. Moreover, the simulation
shows the number of movement intersections that
depict the level connectivity and in relation the
intensity of land use which has a fundamental effect
to distribute of urban activities. This description of
distributed urban activities draw spatial structure of
pedestrian. Then the result of pedestrian movement
trails will help designers or other stakeholders to take
decision making in strategy of design process regarding the planning, design and management pedestrian
area. It will determine classification which a suitable
zoning which concern a walkable pedestrian-way
design in the site as well as next an effective tool
design strategy to develop designing and planning for
tourism area.
Overlaid image (Figure 10) depicts accessible
path and non-accessible path for pedestrian trails.
These patterns might indicate some node activities
which might be identifiable types of neighborhood,
center and core activities, attractor activities and
network path to further design. Pedestrian behavior’s
show people how they interact each other or environment by this simulation.
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Fig. 9. Generating the routing network of pedestrian based on agent-based scenarios simulation (Source: Grasshopper software result)
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CONCLUSION
A

C
A

B

A

Fig. 10. Overlaid pedestrian trails

Experimenting and using agent-based simulation
in predesign process is mainly as tools for designer to
represent pedestrian movement trails in urban area
and also to evaluate the design strategy. The
pedestrian patterns in the existing tourism site reveal
density, connectivity, and accessibility movement
level by considering site boundaries and urban
features. According to the experimental simulation,
there are several types of density, connectivity,
accessibility of pedestrian movement in the area (A,
B, and C in Table 4). The last simulation results
(Scene 1-11 in Figure 9) are the closest similar result
to the pattern by field observation, while scene 12 in
Figure 9 is the result for most wayfinding pedestrian
who are unfamiliar with the area and lack of direction.
Most pedestrian are tourists who are distracted and
attracted by group activities and heterogeneous spatial
use in environment so that it will be useful to set up
some additional facilities precisely in the area that will
be relevant in pedestrian-way design. Then using this
result further will be a basis for design guidelines,
especially to categorize some node activities patterns
before facilities building or environmental development are built in this tourism area.
Table 4. Pattern categories
A

Categories
High Density

B

Average Density

C

Low Density
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Explanation
This spatial refers to be used in high
movement and a suitable to set spatial
program which has high temporary
mobility, such as interchange transport
(e.g form and to land and public waterbased transport)
This spatial refers to be used in average
movement or passing area and suitable
to set zoning tourism to facilitate agents’
explosión form Zone A (e.g promenade,
corridor)
This spatial refers to be used in private
facilities or flexible function and a
suitable to set spatial tourism program
which needs comfortable and less noisy
(e.g gallery, park, tourist information
center, green space, or temporal events)

Considering all the mentioned findings above,
experimenting in agent-based simulation for pedestrian behavior as a developing strategy in the tourism
area offers well-known advantages, despite several
limitations. This simulation can play a role in possible
pedestrian-centric design to strengthen the experience
of character area, especially for tourism complex and
it will help the designer in predesign process, evaluate
spatial behavior based on route preferences of each
pedestrian, or reevaluate proposal design before
building the development facilities. For example, the
simulation of route pedestrian in wayfinding mode is
influenced by physical environment attractors and
agents’ interaction as their preferences and orientation
to find buildings or potential activities in a tourism
area. Therefore, a designer should concern pedestrian
preferences, paths, trajectories, and orientation, when
this area will be extended for a tourism complex to
forefend disorientation and improve pedestrian understanding of how changes in this area. In addition, this
simulation presents the further challenges and possibilities to deepen understanding on how the connectivity index will be regarding a walkable pedestrianway design, not only for experience in urban environment but also for mitigation in urban resilience,
especially for unique location that might has geographical condition, urban issues, and potential activities
development.
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